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We compare private and public enforcement of the antitrust laws in a simple strategic model of
antitrust violation and lawsuit. The model highlights the tradeoff that private firms are initially
more likely than the government to be informed about antitrust violations, but are also more
likely to use the antitrust laws strategically, to the disadvantage of consumers. Assuming
coupled private damages, if the court is sufficiently accurate, adding private enforcement to
public enforcement always increases social welfare, while if the court is less accurate, it
increases welfare only if the government is sufficiently inefficient in litigation. Pure private
enforcement is never strictly optimal. Public enforcement can achieve the social optimumwith
a fee for public lawsuit that induces efficient information revelation. Private enforcement can
also achieve the social optimum with private damages that are efficiently multiplied and
decoupled.
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1. Introduction

In the U.S., Section 7 of the Sherman Act of 18901 and Section 4 of the Clayton Act of 19142 entitle any firm to bring a lawsuit
against a competitor for three times the damages suffered from any violation of the antitrust laws. Private enforcement of the
antitrust laws is thus explicitly permitted and indeed encouraged, and supplements public enforcement by the Antitrust Division
of the U.S. Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission. In contrast, in Canada, The Combines Investigation Act of 18893
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contained no provision for private antitrust enforcement until an amendment was added to it in 1976. The amendment only
entitles a firm to bring a lawsuit for single (not treble) damages. Moreover, the courts have been ambivalent as to its constitutional
validity. As a result, private antitrust enforcement actions have been rare. Similarly, in Europe, the antitrust system has largely
discouraged private enforcement, in favor of public enforcement. In both Canada and Europe, policy-makers are now debating
whether to change competition laws to encouragemore private enforcement.4 The European Commission (2005) recently released
a Green Paper on proposals for new measures to encourage private antitrust enforcement.

Private enforcers have greater incentive to take enforcement action than public enforcers, which may benefit society through
additional deterrence. But this is a double-edged sword. Private enforcers also have greater incentive to use the antitrust laws
strategically, that is, to use the laws to win in the courts what they were unable to win in honest competition with their rivals. For
example, firms may use the antitrust laws to prevent large potential competitors from entering their market, as in the classic case
of Utah Pie Co. v. Continental Baking (386 U.S. 685, 1967, U.S. Court of Appeals, 1978).5 Firms can also use the antitrust laws to
prevent their rivals from competing vigorously, extort funds from successful rivals, improve contractual conditions, enforce tacit
collusive agreements, respond to existing suits, and prevent hostile takeovers. These strategic uses of the antitrust laws (which
often have little to do with promoting efficiency) are explained and documented with many recent U.S. antitrust cases in McAfee
and Vakkur (2004) and McAfee, Mialon, and Mialon (2006).

However, private enforcers also have other advantages over public enforcers. Their costs of detecting possible violations and
gathering initial evidence are lower. Public enforcers regulate a vast array of industries, and therefore cannot detect
anticompetitive practices as easily as private enforcers who experience these practices on a regular basis. In general, private
enforcers are better informed about their particular industry. As Shavell (1984) argues, “private parties should generally enjoy an
inherent advantage in knowledge” over public regulators. They are naturally in a superior position to estimate the benefits and
costs of their own activities and those of their close competitors. “For a regulator to obtain comparable information would often
require virtually continuous observation of parties' behavior, and thus would be a practical impossibility” (p. 360). Also, as Brodley
(1995) argues, “competitors and takeover targets are ideal litigants in terms of litigation capability because they are likely to have
the skill, knowledge of the industry, and motivation to mount a powerful case with speed and precision” (p. 35).

In this paper, we compare private and public antitrust enforcement in a simple strategic model of antitrust violation and
lawsuit. The model highlights the tradeoff that firms are initially more likely than the government to be informed about antitrust
violations, but are also more likely to use the antitrust laws strategically, to the detriment of consumers. Firms choose whether to
take an action that either violates the antitrust laws or improves their own efficiency, the government chooses whether to sue
them publicly, and rival firms choose whether to sue them privately. Initially, the rival firms are better informed than the
government about whether an illegal or efficient action is taken. The government only wants to sue if an illegal action is taken, but
rival firms may want to sue even if an efficient action is taken. The model is solved for its equilibrium outcomes under different
enforcement mechanisms (including pure private, pure public, and public combined with private enforcement), which are then
compared in terms of social welfare.

Adding private enforcement to public enforcement is always socially beneficial if the court is sufficiently accurate, i.e., likely to
rule in favor of the defendant when the defendant is innocent and against the defendant when the defendant is guilty. In this case,
firms never strategically abuse the laws, only suing when their competitors have committed an antitrust infraction, so that private
enforcement only serves to counter antitrust harm. But if the court is less accurate, adding private enforcement is beneficial only if
the government's litigation costs, which depend on its efficiency, are sufficiently high. In this case, firms always sue when their
rivals take efficient actions, preferring to take a chance with the courts than suffer a certain loss in market share. Society benefits
from private suits only if the government is sufficiently inefficient in litigation and the legitimate private suits outweigh the
strategic suits.

We find that the combination of private and public enforcement tends to lead to a greater probability of private than public
action, as is observed empirically. In most cases, firms have sufficient incentive to sue if they learn that their rivals have actually
violated the antitrust laws. Knowing this, the government has little reason to sue, since it can expect that most of the rightful suits
are already being initiated privately. Thus, public enforcement tends to give way to private enforcement when the two are in play.
This is consistent with the observation that private antitrust suits have outnumbered public suits in the U.S. by a 9-to-1 ratio from
1970 to 1995.6

In the model, the government only has reason to sue if the litigation costs of private firms are very high. But in this case, firms
never sue, even if they know that their rivals would otherwise get away with an antitrust violation, so that pure private
enforcement yields lower welfare than public enforcement, whether or not the latter is combined with private enforcement, as
long as society prefers some public enforcement to no enforcement at all. Moreover, in the majority of cases, where the
government has no reason to sue, private combined with public enforcement is equivalent to pure private enforcement. Hence,
pure private enforcement is never strictly optimal.

4 Roach and Trebilcock (1996) compare the antitrust enforcement systems in the U.S., Canada, and Australia. Wils (2003) and Ginsburg (2005) compare the
antitrust enforcement systems in the U.S. and Europe. These papers also discuss in detail the pros and cons of private antitrust enforcement in general.

5 Utah Pie is a small firm that produces fresh pies in Salt Lake City, Utah. To counter the arrival of three much larger national competitors that were attempting
to penetrate the market by selling frozen pies, Utah Pie initiated an antitrust suit, arguing that the arrival of the new entrants was an attempt to monopolize the
market. The Supreme Court ultimately ruled in favor of Utah Pie. The smaller Utah Pie successfully used the antitrust laws to prevent three formidable potential
competitors from entering its market. Competition alone would not likely have produced this outcome.

6 NAFTA Working Group, Private Actions for Violations of Antitrust Laws, Appendix A.
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A mechanism of public enforcement can achieve the social optimum with a fee for public lawsuit that induces efficient
information revelation. Firms cannot in general credibly reveal their full information to the government at the outset because part
of what they know is not verifiable, at least before a lawsuit is initiated and discovery requirements come into effect. However, one
way that firmsmight indirectly reveal their full information is through their willingness to pay a fee to initiate a public lawsuit. The
amount of the fee can be set so that firms are willing to pay it to initiate a public lawsuit against a rival firm only if the rival firm's
actionwas illegal. In this case, the fee induces full information revelation. The government is then as well informed as private firms
so that mistakes are minimized, and no strategic abuse occurs since only the government, which has the correct incentives
(especially if the fee revenue goes to society), sues. Hence, the social optimum is achieved.

The social optimum can also be achieved through a mechanism with private enforcement by efficiently multiplying and
decoupling private damages. If the plaintiff wins at trial, the defendant can be required to pay the plaintiff a multiple of the amount
of damages that it inflicted on the plaintiff. Moreover, the plaintiff can be made to receive only a fraction of what the defendant
pays for an antitrust violation, with the rest going to society. Multiplying damages deters firms from taking illegal actions, while
decoupling damages reduces the incentives of firms to strategically abuse the antitrust laws. Therefore, under private enforcement
with damages both efficiently multiplied and decoupled, firms take an action if and only if it is legal and sue if and only if their rival
took an illegal action, which is the socially optimal outcome.

We also analyze the implementability of optimal private enforcement with multiplied and decoupled damages and optimal
public enforcement with a fee for public lawsuit. Less information is required to implement optimal public than optimal private
enforcement. On the other hand, optimal private enforcement is implementable in the presence of public enforcement, whereas
optimal public enforcement is only implementable in the absence of private enforcement.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 discusses related literature. Section 3 develops the model of antitrust violation and
suit. Section 4 solves the model under pure public enforcement. Section 5 solves it under private and public, and under pure
private, enforcement. Section 6 compares mechanisms in terms of social welfare. Section 7 shows that public enforcement can
achieve the social optimumwith a fee for public lawsuit. Section 8 shows that private enforcement can achieve the optimumwith
damages that are multiplied and decoupled. Section 9 analyzes the implementability of the two optimal mechanisms. Section 10
summarizes and discusses extensions.

2. Related literature

In a paper written since this one, Segal and Whinston (2006) provide a detailed survey and assessment of the literature on public
versus private antitrust enforcement. The literature startswith Becker and Stigler (1974)who argue that free competition among private
law enforcers for the damages that are levied against convicted violators could achieve deterrence as efficiently as optimal public
enforcement. Landes and Posner (1975) and Posner (1992) challenge the Becker and Stigler argument. Under public enforcement, if the
probability of enforcement is equal to one, the penalties should be set equal to the social costs of the illegal activity. By increasing the
penalties and reducing the probability of enforcement, society can achieve the same deterrence level at less cost. But under private
enforcement, increasing the penalties increases the enforcement probability, as it increases the incentives of private enforcers. Thus,
private enforcement can lead toover-deterrence. In contrast, Polinsky (1980) argues that it can lead tounder-deterrenceofpooroffenders
because of limited liability, and Garoupa (1997) shows that it can lead to both under-detection and lower accuracy.

These arguments about over and under-deterrence generally assume that private enforcers act legitimately, that is, that they
never seek to enforce the law against individuals who have not engaged in the illegal activity. In reality, potential private enforcers
may have incentive to behave strategically. This danger is particularly high in the antitrust field because the plaintiffs are often
competitors or takeover targets of defendants. They may have an incentive to employ private enforcement strategically, that is, to
sue even if they know that their competitors did not violate the antitrust laws.

The prevalence of strategic abuse of antitrust laws by private firms is documented by, among others, Baumol and Ordover
(1985), Breit and Elzinga (1985), Shughart II (1990), Brodley (1995), Shavell (1997), McAfee and Vakkur (2004), andMcAfee,Mialon,
and Mialon (2006). For example, hostile takeover targets often initiate antitrust suits against their acquirers, because such suits
create substantial delays that allow the target firms to implement antitakeover strategies, such as poison pills. If the intended
takeover is good for the market, these antitrust actions have a negative effect.

The extent to which firms strategically abuse the antitrust laws under private enforcement also depends crucially on the
structure of damage awards in private antitrust cases. The welfare effects of multiplying, and in particular trebling, damages are
discussed by Block, Nold, and Sidak (1981), Breit and Elzinga (1985), Easterbrook (1985), Newmark (1988), Kaplow (1993), and
Briggs, Huryn, and McBride (1996). Treble damages reduce firms' incentives to violate antitrust laws, but also increase their
incentives to use antitrust laws strategically against their rivals.

For example, firms can use the powerful threat of treble damages to extort funds from successful rivals. The actions that are
taken to extort money are often resolved through the payment of a tax on success for the firms whose positions are sought after by
competitors. But taxes on success discourage investment and innovation, which harms consumers (Gentry and Hubbard, 2000). In
our model, the welfare-maximizing outcome cannot in general be achieved under private enforcement only by multiplying
damages, precisely because multiplying damages encourages firms to sue their successful rivals, which discourages their rivals
from taking efficiency-improving actions.

Treble damages can also have perverse effects on consumer enforcement. Block, Nold, and Sidak (1981) develop a model of the
interaction between collusive sellers and competitive buyers under treble damages for price-fixing, which Salant (1987) modifies
to take into account that treble damagesmay have the perverse effect of stimulating demand at any price set by the cartel. The idea
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is that buyers have incentive to “get damaged” if they expect to get treble damages later. But this effect is weaker if buyers are
imperfectly informed about the cartel's costs (Besanko and Spulber, 1990). These models concern enforcement by consumers,
while our model focuses on enforcement by competing firms.

Private damages can also be decoupled, in that the amount awarded to the plaintiff differs from that paid by the defendant. This
idea is introduced in Schwartz (1980). Polinsky and Che (1991) analyze the effects of decoupling in a tort model. In their model, if
the defendant's payment is at the upper bound, decoupling reduces the plaintiff's incentive to sue without affecting the
defendant's incentive to exercise care. In other words, decoupling reduces litigation costs without affecting deterrence. Their
model does not consider strategic interaction or the possibility of strategic abuse of the laws.We consider the effects of decoupling
on the strategic interaction between the plaintiff and defendant in the antitrust context, where the incentive for strategic abuse is
especially high. In our model, decoupling reduces deterrence of efficient actions without affecting that of illegal actions.
Decoupling reduces the plaintiff's incentive to strategically abuse the laws, which in turn increases the potential defendant's
incentive to take efficient actions. Sufficiently multiplying damages ensures that illegal actions are always deterred, while
sufficiently decoupling damages ensures that efficient actions are never deterred, so that private enforcement can achieve the
socially optimal outcome. Moreover, we show that public enforcement can also achieve the optimumwith a fee for public lawsuit
that induces information revelation, and we compare public enforcement with a fee to private enforcement with multiplied and
decoupled damages in terms of implementability.

3. Model

Consider an industry comprised of two competing firms, firm 1 and firm 2, and a government agency, GOV, in charge of
enforcing the antitrust laws on behalf of the public. At time 1, Nature offers firm 1 either a potential action that is procompetitive,
denoted by PC1, or a potential action that is anticompetitive, denoted by AC2. The action is type PC1 with probability p.

At time 2, firm 1 chooses whether to take the action, A or ¬A. An action of type AC2 violates the antitrust laws, harming both
competition and consumers, while an action of type PC1 does not, because it is beneficial to consumers. If firm 1 does not take an
action, the game ends. If firm 1 takes an action, at time 3, Nature privately informs firm 2 about the type of firm 1's action, and
sends GOV a signal about the type of firm 1's action, which either indicates that the action is type PC1, a realization denoted by
SPC1, or indicates that the action is type AC2, denoted by SAC2. GOV's signal is correct with probability q. It is imperfect, but more
often right than wrong, that is, qN1/2. At time 4, firm 2 costlessly complains to GOV about firm 1's action, and if GOV's signal is
SAC2, then GOV chooses whether to sue firm 1 for violating the antitrust laws, S or ¬S, knowing the signal but not the type of firm
1's action.

In the basic setup, firm 2 cannot credibly reveal its full information to GOV before GOV chooses whether to sue. The information
firmspossess about the actionsof their rivals is oftenunverifiable, at least before a lawsuit isfiled anddiscovery rules are in effect. There
is no cost to firms of simply complaining to GOV that a rival took an illegal action. Given the strategic incentives of firms, any initial talk
that they have with GOV is cheap talk.7 However, one way that firms might indirectly reveal their full information to GOV is through
their willingness to pay a fee for public lawsuit. Section 7 extends the model to consider the possibility of information revelation.

GOV never sues if the signal is SPC1. If GOV does not sue, then at time 5, firm 2 chooses whether to sue firm 1 privately, knowing
the type of firm 1's action.8 If firm 2 does not sue, the game ends. If GOV or firm 2 sues, at time 6, the case proceeds to court, where
Nature chooses either the guilty verdict, denoted by G, or the innocent verdict, denoted by I. The court's verdict is correct with
probability rN1/2. For simplicity, we initially assume that the verdict is independent of the identity of the plaintiff. Once the verdict
is chosen, the game ends.9

Iffirm1does not take the action,firm1,firm2, andGOV receive payoffs normalized to zero. Iffirm1 takes an action, andGOV and
firm 2 do not sue, or one of them sues but the verdict is I, then an amount T of profits is transferred from firm 2 to firm 1, and social
efficiency increases by x if the action is type PC1, and decreases by x if the action is type AC2. The value of x is determined by
the harm to competition created by an anticompetitive action, or the loss from preventing a procompetitive action. While, in
principle, the effect of a cost increase forfirm 2 or a decrease forfirm 1 could be different, we take them to be the same for simplicity.
If GOV or firm 2 sues and the verdict is G, then the court orders firm 1 to pay compensatory damages to firm 2 in the exact amount T,
and to undo its action, which removes the efficiency gain if the action is type PC1 or the efficiency loss if the action is type AC2.

Firm 1, firm 2, and GOV's litigation costs are given by L1, L2, and LGOV, respectively. For simplicity, we assume L1NL2. Antitrust
suits often cost more to defend against than to bring against a rival, which contributes to their effectiveness as a strategic tool
in attacking rivals.10 Firm 1's payoff depends positively on the transfer, T, and negatively on its litigation cost, L1. Firm 2's payoff

7 Also, firms often hesitate to share their private information with the government before a lawsuit is filed, even if the information is partially verifiable, for fear
that it might leak to rival firms.

8 In the U.S., the statute of limitations for private antitrust actions (usually four years) is tolled during the duration of a government antitrust suit. Therefore,
firms do not lose anything if they wait for a resolution of the government's case before initiating a private action of their own.

9 Firm 2 may be able to sue firm 1 even after GOV has already successfully sued firm 1. For simplicity, we focus on the initial suit, which is the most important
one and sets the precedent for any possible follow-up suit. Moreover, follow-up suits generally face double jeopardy challenges (see Garoupa and Gomez, 2005,
for a detailed economic analysis of double jeopardy). Nonetheless, we consider the potential effects of follow-up suits in the Supplementary appendix, and
discuss the findings in Section 10.
10 We show in the Supplementary appendix that the qualitative results reported in the paper also hold in cases where it costs more to bring an antitrust suit
than to defend against one.
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depends negatively on the transfer, T, and its litigation cost, L2.11 GOV's payoff depends negatively on its litigation cost, LGOV, and
positively on efficiency, x. Players are risk neutral. The extensive form with public and private enforcement is given in Fig. 1.

This completes the description of the game between GOV, firm 1, and firm 2. We are interested in determining the welfare
effects of allowing private antitrust action. To do so, we compare the outcomes of the game in which both firm 2 and GOV can sue
firm 1 (private and public enforcement), to those of the reduced games, in which only GOV can sue firm 1 (pure public
enforcement) and in which only firm 2 can sue firm 1 (pure private enforcement).

11 We examine the effects of litigation fee-shifting in the Supplementary appendix. For an economic analysis of fee-shifting, see Kaplow (1993).

Fig. 1. The game tree with private and public enforcement.
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Before proceeding, we note that the model assumes a simple public enforcement technology, in which GOV's only choice is
whether to sue. In reality, GOVmay havemore discretion, andmay be able to affect court accuracy through a choice of enforcement
effort, which in turn may affect GOV's litigation costs, under the principle that a more accurate enforcement policy requires more
resources. We examine an extension of the model that endogenizes GOV's enforcement effort, and thus GOV's litigation costs and
court accuracy under GOV, in the Supplementary appendix, and we discuss the extent to which our results are robust to this
extension in Section 10. Although some parts of the analysis are affected, most of the results reported in the paper continue to hold.

4. Pure public enforcement

Consider the reduced game where only GOV can sue firm 1. Let rG be GOV's suit probability given the signal SAC2. Let γ1 be the
probability that firm 1 takes the actionwhen it is type PC1, and γ2 the probability that firm 1 takes the AC2 action. We now present
the equilibria and welfare values (measured by the sum of players' equilibrium payoffs) of the gamewith pure public enforcement.

Proposition 1. The proper Nash equilibria of the game with pure public enforcement.

(i) If Tbq(rT+L1) and r � p 1�qð Þ
p 1�qð Þþ 1�pð Þq

� �
x NLGOV, then the unique proper equilibrium is γ1⁎=1,

g⁎2 ¼ p 1�qð Þ
1�pð Þq

1�rð ÞxþLGOV
rx�LGOV

� �
a 0;1ð Þ, and r⁎G ¼ T

q rTþL1ð Þ a 0;1ð Þ, and equilibrium welfare is

W⁎ ¼ px� px 1�q
q

� �
1�rð ÞxþLGOV
rx�LGOV

� �
� px 1�q

q

� �
L1T

rx�LGOVð Þ rTþL1ð Þ
� �

:

(ii) If TNq(rT+L1) and r � p 1�qð Þ
p 1�qð Þþ 1�pð Þq

� �
x NLGOV , then γ1⁎=γ2⁎=1, rG⁎=1, and W⁎=px−p(1−q)(1− r)x− (1−p)(1−qr)x− (p(1−q)+

(1−p)q)(L1+LGOV).
(iii) If r � p 1�qð Þ

p 1�qð Þþ 1�pð Þq
� �

xbLGOV, then γ1⁎=γ2⁎=1, rG⁎=0, and W⁎=px− (1−p)x.

Proof. Proofs of all propositions are presented in the Mathematical appendix. □

If GOV's litigation costs are so high that it would not want to sue even if it knew that firm 1 always takes the illegal action
(region iii), then GOV never sues, and firm 1 always takes the action, whether or not it is legal. If GOV's litigation costs are lower, but
firm 1's litigation costs are so low that it would want to take the illegal action even if it knew that GOV always sues (region ii), then
firm 1 always takes the action, whether or not it is legal, and GOV always sues. If GOV's litigation costs are not too high and firm 1's
litigation costs are not too low (region i), there is a Nash equilibrium in which GOV randomizes between suing and not suing, and
firm 1 randomizes between taking and not taking an illegal action.

Region (i) has another equilibrium, in which firm 1 does not take an action, whether or not it is legal, and GOV sues with high
probability if firm 1 takes an action. However, this Nash equilibrium is not proper, in that it does not survive reasonable trembles onto
out-of-equilibrium strategies (Myerson,1978,1997). If GOV sueswith high probability, firm 1may be deterred from taking any action.
But suppose firm 1, on rare occasion, mistakenly takes an efficient action; and also on rare occasion, mistakenly takes an illegal action.
The first type of mistake is less costly than the second, since GOV sues with high probability and the court is more often right than
wrong. Thus, the first type of mistake should bemore common, even though both types of mistakes should be rare. If the first type of
mistake is sufficiently more common than the second, then if GOV ever observes an action, GOV would be sufficiently more likely to
believe that the actionwas efficient instead of illegal that it would not want to sue with high probability, so that firm 1 would not be
deterred from taking an efficient action. Hence, we have the following result:

Corollary 1. If attention is restricted to proper equilibria, firm 1 is never deterred from taking an efficient action under pure public enforcement.

5. Private and public enforcement

We now turn to themodel inwhich both GOV and firm 2 can sue. Let α1 be the probability that firm 1 takes the actionwhen it is
type PC1, α2 be the probability that firm 1 takes the AC2 action, rG2 be the probability that GOV sues when it receives the signal
SAC2, β1 be the probability that firm 2 sues given that the type of firm 1's action is PC1 and GOV did not sue, and β2 be the
probability that firm 2 sues given that the type is AC2 and GOV did not sue. The following proposition presents equilibria and
welfare values with both private and public enforcement:

Proposition 2. The subgame perfect Nash equilibria of the game with private and public enforcement.

(A) If L2b (1−r)TbL1b rT, then the unique subgame perfect equilibrium is α1
⁎=1, α2

⁎=0, rG2⁎=0, β1
⁎=β2

⁎=1, and equilibrium
welfare is W⁎=prx−p(L1+L2).

(B) If L2b (1−r)TbrTbL1, then α1
⁎=α2

⁎=0 and W⁎=0.
(C) If (1− r)TbL2b rTbL1 or (1−r)TbL2bL1brT, then α1

⁎=1, α2
⁎=0, rG2⁎ =0, β1

⁎=0, β2
⁎=1, and W⁎=px.

(D) If L2bL1b (1− r)TbrT, α1
⁎=α2

⁎=1, rG2⁎=0, β1
⁎=β2

⁎=1, W⁎=px− (1− r)x− (L1+L2).
(E) If (1− r)TbrTbL2bL1, subgame perfection implies β1

⁎=β2
⁎=0 and the equilibrium outcomes are the same as in the game of

pure public enforcement (see Proposition 1).

If firm 2's litigation costs are higher than its expected benefit from suing when firm 1 takes an illegal action (region E), firm 2
never sues regardless of what it knows about firm 1's action type. Knowing this, GOV acts as if there is no chance of private
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enforcement. In this case, the full game reduces to the gamewith pure public enforcement, the solution towhich is characterized in
Proposition 1. If firm 2's litigation costs are not prohibitively high (regions A through D), firm 2 sues at least when firm 1 takes an
illegal action. In this case, GOV never sues since it can count on firm 2 to always sue if firm 1 takes an illegal action. GOV knows that
it is not perfectly informed and might sue firm 1 for taking an efficient action. Thus it prefers to delegate enforcement to firm 2
whenever it can. GOV only acts if it expects no private enforcement, as is the case if firm 2's litigation costs are too high. Therefore,
we have the following result:

Corollary 2. If firm 2's litigation costs are not too high, public enforcement gives way to private enforcement when the two are in play.

If firm 2's litigation costs are lower than its expected benefit from suing when firm 1 takes a legal action (regions A, B, and D),
firm 2 always sues, regardless of the legality of firm 1's action. If, instead, firm 2's litigation costs are higher than its expected
benefits fromwrongfully accusing firm 1, but lower than its expected benefits from rightly accusing firm 1 (region C), as is the case
if the court is sufficiently accurate, then firm 2 sues if and only if firm 1 takes an illegal action. In this case, firm 1 need not worry
about being sued if it takes the efficient action, and therefore always takes the efficient action. On the other hand, if it takes the
illegal action, then it expects that it will be sued by firm 2 with certainty, and therefore does not take the illegal action. Hence, firm
1 only takes the action if it is legal, and firm 2 only sues if firm 1 takes an illegal action.

From Proposition 2, we can easily deduce the equilibria of the reduced game with pure private enforcement. In regions
(A) through (D), GOV never sues, so the results for the full gamewith private and public enforcement are the same as those for the
reduced game with pure private enforcement. In region (E), firm 2's litigation costs are so high that it never sues. In this region,
under pure private enforcement, α1⁎=α2⁎=0, β1⁎=β2⁎=1, and welfare is W⁎=px− (1−p)x.

6. Social welfare

Wenowcompare the full gamewith private and public enforcement and the reduced gameswith pure private enforcement and
pure public enforcement in terms of welfare. We assume that, under pure public enforcement, GOV wants to sue if firm 1 always
takes the illegal action, and firm 1 does not want to take the illegal action if GOV always sues, that is, we focus on region (i) of
parameter space (see Proposition 1). This implies that, under private enforcement, firm 1 does not want to take the illegal action if
firm 2 always sues, that is, region (D) is also excluded (see Proposition 2). We begin by analyzing the welfare effects of adding
private enforcement to public enforcement.

Welfare is comprised of various elements: the probability that an illegal action is deterred, the probability that an illegal action
is taken but overturned by the court, the probability that a legal action is deterred, the probability that a legal action is overturned,
and the expected trial costs. Table 1 summarizes the effects of adding private to public enforcement on these elements of welfare.

We can compare the elements of welfare under private and public, and under pure public, enforcement across the relevant
regions of parameter space. With private enforcement, the illegal action is always deterred in all relevant regions. In contrast,
under pure public enforcement, the illegal action is never deterred with probability 1. The probability of an illegal action being
deterred or overturned is always higher with private enforcement than under pure public enforcement.

Under pure public enforcement, there is no region in which firm 1 is deterred from taking an efficient action (Corollary 1). In
contrast, with private enforcement, firm 1 is completely deterred from taking a legal action in region (B). In this case, the court is
inaccurate enough that firm 2 always sues when firm 1 takes a legal action. Firm 1 thus prefers not to take a legal action, to avoid
being wrongfully sued and possibly wrongfully required to pay damages.

The probability of a legal action being taken and not overturned by the court is higher under pure public enforcement thanwith
private enforcement in all regions except (C), where legal actions are always taken but never sued under private and public

Table 1
The anatomy of welfare under private and public, and under pure public, enforcement

Region Element of welfare Private and public Pure public Comparison

(A) Illegal action deterred 1 N 1−γ2⁎ 1N1−γ2⁎(1−qσG⁎r) Private better
Illegal action overturned 0 b γ2⁎qσG⁎r

Legal action not deterred 1 = 1 rb1− (1−q)σG⁎(1−r) Public better
Legal action not overturned r b 1− (1−q)σG⁎(1−r)

Expected trial costs p(L1+L2) N=b σG⁎[p(1−q)+(1−p)qγ2⁎](L1+LGOV) Ambiguous

(B) Illegal action deterred 1 N 1−γ2⁎ 1N1−γ2⁎(1−qσG⁎r) Private better
Illegal action overturned 0 b γ2⁎qσG⁎r

Legal action not deterred 0 b 1 Public better
Legal action not overturned 0 b 1− (1−q)σG⁎(1−r)

Expected trial costs 0 b σG⁎[p(1−q)+(1−p)qγ2⁎](L1+LGOV) Private better

(C) Illegal action deterred 1 N 1−γ2⁎ 1N1−γ2⁎(1−qσG⁎r) Private better
Illegal action overturned 0 b γ2⁎qσG⁎r

Legal action not deterred 1 = 1 1N1− (1−q)σG⁎(1− r) Private better
Legal action not overturned 1 N 1− (1−q)σG⁎(1−r)

Expected trial costs 0 b σG⁎[p(1−q)+(1−p)qγ2⁎](L1+LGOV) Private better
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enforcement, and always taken but occasionally sued and overturned by the court under pure public enforcement. In the majority
of cases, legal actions are taken and survive with higher probability under pure public enforcement.

In region (A), where firm 1 only takes the action if it is efficient and firm 2 always sues firm 1, the effect on the expected trial
costs of adding private enforcement to public enforcement is ambiguous. In contrast, in regions (B) and (C), the trial probability is 0
with private enforcement, whereas it is positive under pure public enforcement. Thus, the trial probability is always higher under
pure public enforcement in regions (B) and (C).

In region (C), which obtains if the court is accurate enough, the probability of an illegal action is lower, the probability of a legal
action is higher, and the expected costs of trial are lower with private enforcement than under pure public enforcement. Thus,
private enforcement achieves the overall socially optimal outcome in this region. If the court is accurate enough, the truth about
firm 1's action would likely be known if firm 1 were to take the action and be brought to court for it. Firm 2 then always sues if it
learns that firm 1 took the illegal action, and never sues if it learns that firm 1 took the legal action. Thus, firm 1 always takes the
legal action and never takes the illegal action.

In regions (A) and (B), where the court is not so accurate, adding private to public enforcement increases welfare if and only if
GOV's litigation costs are sufficiently high and GOV is sufficiently misinformed (LGOV is high enough and q is low enough). In these
regions, firm 2 would sue with positive probability if firm 1 took an efficient action. Society prefers to avoid these inefficiencies by
disallowing private suits if GOV has low enough litigation costs and is not too misinformed. Thus we have the following result
about the welfare effects of adding private enforcement to public enforcement:

Corollary 3. Private enforcement unambiguously increases welfare if the court is sufficiently accurate; otherwise, it increases welfare
only if the government's litigation costs are sufficiently high.

Comparing the efficiency of no enforcement, pure private enforcement, pure public enforcement, and public and private
enforcement, we arrive at another result:

Corollary 4. As long as society prefers some enforcement to no enforcement at all, pure private enforcement cannot be strictly optimal.

In regions (A) through (C), GOV never sues under private and public enforcement, so pure private enforcement yields the same
level of welfare as private and public enforcement. Moreover, in these regions, pure public enforcement yields higher welfare than
private and public enforcement if GOV is sufficiently efficient. In region (E), GOV sues with positive probability, but firm 2 never
sues. Thus, in this region, private and public enforcement yields the same level of welfare as pure public enforcement, and these
mechanisms result in some public enforcement. Moreover, in this region, pure private enforcement results in no enforcement at all.
Thus, as long as society prefers some enforcement to none at all, pure private enforcement cannot be strictly optimal.

If the court is sufficiently accurate, a mechanismwith private enforcement achieves the best outcome. But if the court is not so
accurate, neither of the mechanisms analyzed so far achieves the best outcome. What mechanisms maximize social welfare in
general?

7. Optimal public enforcement: fee for public lawsuit

In the setup so far, firm 2 cannot credibly reveal its full information to GOV before GOV sues because part of its information is
not verifiable. For this reason, public enforcement cannot achieve the social optimum. However, oneway that firm 2may be able to
signal its information to GOV is through its willingness to pay a fee for public lawsuit. If the amount of the fee is such that firm 2 is
only willing to pay the fee if it knows that firm 1's actionwas illegal, the payment would be fully revealing of firm 2's information.
GOV would then be as well informed as firm 2, and public enforcement could achieve the social optimum provided GOV continues
to have the correct incentives. To preserve GOV's incentives and avoid any risk of capture, the fee revenue could go to society.12 We
now extend the model to allow signaling through a fee for public lawsuit.

The model is the same as the basic model presented in Section 3, except that firm 2 has a choice of whether to pay a fee for
public action. At time 4, firm 2 costlessly complains to GOV about firm 1's action and chooses whether to pay a fee fN0 in the event
that GOV chooses to sue firm 1. Then, at time 5, GOV chooses whether to sue firm 1, knowing the signal SAC2 and whether firm 2
has decided to pay f if GOV chooses to sue. GOV can sue firm 1 even if firm 2 has chosen not to pay f. If GOV chooses not to sue, at
time 6, firm 2 chooses whether to sue firm 1 on its own. In this extended framework, the optimum is achieved through public
enforcement under certain conditions:

Proposition 3. The social optimum is achieved through a mechanism of public enforcement and a fee f for public lawsuit, in which
(1) f satisfies (1− r)Tb fbrT, (2) public lawsuit is contingent on f being paid, and (3) there is no private enforcement.

In general, the social optimum is achieved through public enforcement with a fee for public action only without private
enforcement. Suppose firm 2 can sue on its own. If GOV does not sue, then if firm 2's litigation costs are not too high, firm 2 sues on
its own, at least when firm 1 takes an illegal action. Knowing this, GOV has no reason to sue since firm 2 sues whenever firm 1 has
taken a illegal action (see Corollary 2). Knowing this, firm 2 in turn has no reason to pay the fee for public lawsuit, whether or not
the action is legal. Therefore, a fee for public lawsuit cannot achieve the socially optimal outcome if there is private enforcement.

12 For an analysis of law enforcement with a fee-maximizing government, see Garoupa and Klerman (2002).
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Moreover, in general, the optimum is achieved through public enforcement with a fee for public action only if GOV cannot sue
unless the fee is paid. If GOV can sue even if firm 2 chooses not to pay the fee, then a free-riding problem can arise. If firm 2 does not
pay the fee, then GOV's information is the same as in the game without the option of a fee for public suit. In that game, GOV sues
with positive probability in some parameter ranges. Thus, firm 2 can expect GOV to sue with positive probability even if it does not
pay the fee. Therefore, firm 2may prefer to free-ride on GOV's lawsuit. In this case, GOV would be no better informed thanwithout
a fee for public action.

If there is no private enforcement and GOV can only sue if firm 2 pays the fee f, then f can be set to always induce efficient
information revelation. If f is set greater than (1− r)T, which is firm 2's expected benefit from a public lawsuit if it knows that firm
1's actionwas efficient, and smaller than rT, which is firm 2's expected benefit from a public lawsuit if it knows that firm 1's action
was illegal, then firm 2 only pays f if it knows that firm 1's actionwas illegal. In that case, if firm 2 chooses to pay f, GOV knows that
firm 1's actionwas illegal, and if firms 2 chooses not to pay f, it knows that firm 1's actionwas efficient. Therefore, GOV is perfectly
informed, and since it also has the correct incentives, the first best outcome is achieved. That is, firm 1 takes the action only if it is
efficient, and GOV sues firm 1 only if firm 1 takes the illegal action.

8. Optimal private enforcement: multiplying and decoupling damages

In the basic model, private damages are simple, in the sense that a winning plaintiff receives exactly the amount of damages, T,
resulting from an action by the defendant. Private damages can bemultiplied so that the losing defendant pays amultiple, sayN≥1,
of T. We have also assumed that damages are coupled, in the sense that the plaintiff receives what the defendant pays. Private
damages can be decoupled so that the plaintiff receives a fraction, say δ≥0, of the amount that the defendant pays. It turns out that,
in general, a mechanismwith private enforcement can achieve the socially optimal outcome if private damages are appropriately
multiplied and decoupled.

To prove this, we redefine the mechanisms with private enforcement in terms of the damage multiplier and decoupler. Firm 1
and firm 2's payoffs are the same as before except when the court rules against the defendant. In this case, firm 1 pays NT, and firm
2 receives δNT. The rest of the payment, (1−δ)NT, is assumed to go to society. As before, the damage payment is assumed to be a
non-distortionary redistribution between the firms. The parameter regions of the mechanisms with private enforcement are easily
redefined in terms of NT and δNT instead of T. Within this more general framework, we obtain the following result about the
optimal mechanism:

Proposition 4. The optimal outcome is achieved through amechanismwith private enforcement and a private damagemultiplier N and
decoupler δ that satisfy (1) NN T�L1

rT and (2) L2
rT bdNb

L2
1�rð ÞT :

Condition (1) ensures that firm 1 does not take an illegal action if firm 2would sue firm 1 for taking it. Condition (2) ensures that
firm 2 sues firm 1 if and only if firm 1 takes an illegal action. Together these conditions guarantee that firm 1 is always deterred
from taking an illegal action and firm 2 never strategically abuses the laws, so that firm 1 is never deterred from taking an efficient
action. If these two conditions are satisfied, private enforcement yields the overall social optimum.

9. Implementability of optimal mechanisms

We have identified two mechanisms that are optimal in the model. Public enforcement achieves the optimum with an
efficiently set fee for public lawsuit, and private enforcement achieves the optimumwith an efficiently set multiplier and decoupler
for private damages. From Proposition 4, the optimal multiplier N and decoupler δ for private enforcement must satisfy NN T�L1

rT
and L2

rT bdNb
L2

1�rð ÞT. To set these two instruments optimally requires knowledge of L1, L2, r, and T. In contrast, the optimal fee f must
satisfy (1−r)Tb fb rT. To set this instrument optimally requires only knowledge of r and T. Therefore, we have the following result:

Corollary 5. Setting the fee for public suit that makes public enforcement socially optimal is less informationally demanding than setting
the multiplier and decoupler that make private enforcement socially optimal.

However, as Proposition 3 indicates, the mechanism of public enforcement with a fee for public lawsuit also has a disadvantage
relative to the mechanism of private enforcement with multiplied and decoupled damages:

Corollary 6. Public enforcement with a fee for public lawsuit can only achieve the social optimumwithout private enforcement, whereas
private enforcement with a damage multiplier and decoupler can achieve the optimum with or without public enforcement.

10. Summary and discussion

We developed a simple strategic model of antitrust violation and law enforcement that yielded several results of possible use to
policy-makers. First, under a system of coupled damages, adding private enforcement to public enforcement is always socially
beneficial if the court is sufficiently accurate. To the extent that policy-makers trust in the ability of the courts to arrive at the truth,
the model suggests that they should permit and encourage private enforcement of the antitrust laws. Second, under a system of
coupled damages, if the court is less accurate, adding private enforcement is beneficial only if public enforcement is sufficiently
inefficient. To the extent that the court is prone to mistakes and full-time public enforcers are efficient in litigation because of
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increasing returns to scale, the model suggests that policy-makers should discourage private enforcement of the antitrust laws in a
system with coupled damages.

Third, pure private enforcement is never strictly optimal. Adding public to private enforcement cannot harm and may benefit
society, even though public enforcers may not be as well informed as private enforcers. Public enforcement just gives way to
private enforcement whenever the latter is preferable. Thus, the model suggests that policy-makers should favor the maintenance
of a public enforcer of the antitrust laws, assuming of course that it is not prone to malfeasance.

Fourth, the social optimum can be achieved under a system of public enforcement in which firms can pay a fee to initiate
government lawsuits but cannot sue on their own, and in which the government can only sue if the fee is paid. In such a system, an
appropriately set fee for public lawsuits reveals all private information to the government. Fifth, the social optimum can be achieved
undera systemof private enforcementwithdamages that aremultipliedanddecoupled. Sufficientlymultiplyingdamages ensures that
firms do not take illegal actions, while sufficiently decoupling them ensures that firms do not strategically abuse the antitrust laws.

Sixth, knowledge of firms' litigation costs is not required to set the fee that makes public enforcement socially optimal, whereas
such knowledge is required to set the damage multiplier and decoupler that make private enforcement optimal. Seventh, private
enforcement can achieve the socially optimal outcome in the presence of public enforcement, whereas public enforcement can
only achieve the optimum in the absence of private enforcement.

The model we developed in this paper applies to many, but not all, types of antitrust violations. In the model, a firm may be
harmed if a rival takes an anticompetitive action, and may privately sue its rival for taking such an action. This is the case for many
types of antitrust violations, including predatory pricing, monopoly leveraging, strategic capacity preemption, vertical integration
as a threat to competition, exclusive dealing arrangements, product tying arrangements, and other practices to raise rivals' costs or
exclude competition. However, in the case of price-fixing arrangements, firms that are not part of the arrangement may benefit
from the illegal activity and thus have little incentive to sue. Moreover, if exclusionary practices are successful in eliminating
competition, the harmed firms may not be around to sue. Given these possibilities, public enforcement may provide additional
benefits that are not captured in the model.

The model also embodies several other important assumptions. First, it assumes that the government's only choice is whether
to sue. In reality, it may have more discretion, and may also choose an enforcement effort that may affect court accuracy. In the
Supplementary appendix, we extend themodel to endogenize enforcement effort by the government. Withmore discretion on the
part of the government, court accuracymight be different depending onwhether the plaintiff is the government or the private firm.
Indeed, the government might become better informed at the trial stage than the private plaintiff would. We find that if effort by
the government sufficiently improves court accuracy, public enforcement does not always give way to private enforcement when
the two are in play. However, all the other qualitative results derived in the paper continue to hold.

Second, the model assumes that, while the private firm may have incentives to sue strategically, the government wants an
action to be taken if and only if it is procompetitive. In reality, the government's lawyers may have incentives to win (big) cases
independent of their actual welfare consequences. However, the government hasmany cases fromwhich to choose, and this allows
the government's economists to steer attention toward the most socially egregious offenses. Blair and Kaserman (1976) and
Kaserman and Mayo (1995) present empirical evidence that the Antitrust Division of the U.S. D.O.J. has tended to bring more cases
in those broadly defined industries where the potential for improved consumer welfare was greatest. Nonetheless, some
government actors are likely to be partly motivated by factors other than efficiency, including career concerns and political
influences. The more the government is motivated by concerns other than efficiency, the less efficient public enforcement can be
relative to private enforcement.

Third, the model assumes that, under private enforcement, multiplying private damages does not affect market structure and
efficiency. If multiplying damages alters market structure by making convicted firms less viable, and thereby harms social
welfare, then optimal private enforcement may be harder to implement. Fourth, the model assumes that the private firm cannot
sue its competitor after its competitor has already been successfully sued by the government. In the Supplementary appendix,
we consider the effects of private follow-on suits in the model. Follow-on suits only decrease the probability of public suits
under public enforcement, and do not change the other qualitative results in the paper. However, follow-on suits may have
another effect that is not captured in the model. Fear of follow-on suits may make it harder for the government to settle out of
court with potential or actual antitrust violators. Extending the model to consider the possibility of settlement before trial, and
the effects of different enforcement regimes and follow-on suits on the settlement probability, is an interesting avenue for
future research.

Appendix A. Mathematical appendix

Proof of Proposition 1. Consider first GOV's decision. Suppose GOV receives the signal SAC2. GOV randomizes between S and ¬S
if

rx� Bx� LGOV ¼ 0; ð1Þ
where B ¼ g1p 1�qð Þ

g1p 1�qð Þþg2 1�pð Þq. GOV chooses S iff rx−Bx−LGOV N0. Consider next firm 1's decision. Suppose firm 1 learns the action is
type PC1. Firm 1 randomizes between A and ¬A when

T � 1� qð ÞrG 1� rð ÞT þ L1ð Þ ¼ 0frG ¼ rGa ¼ T
1� qð Þ 1� rð ÞT þ L1ð Þ : ð2Þ
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Firm 1 chooses A given PC1 iff T− (1−q)rG((1− r)T+L1)N0. If firm 1 learns that the action is type AC2, it randomizes between A
and ¬A when

T � qrG rT þ L1ð Þ ¼ 0frG ¼ rGb ¼ T
q rT þ L1ð Þ : ð3Þ

Firm 1 chooses A given AC2 if T−qrG(rT+L1)N0, and ¬A if T−qrG(rT+L1)b0.
1. (a). Suppose Tb (1− q)((1− r)T+ L1)bq(rT+ L1) and r � p 1�qð Þ

p 1�qð Þþ 1�pð Þq
� �

x N LGOV. In equilibrium, γ2≠1. If γ2 =1, given that
r � p 1�qð Þ

p 1�qð Þþ 1�pð Þq
� �

x NLGOV, rG=1 from Eq. (1). If rG=1, from Eq. (3), we get γ2=0 since Tbq(rT+L1), a contradiction. If γ1≠0 in
equilibrium, γ2 cannot be zero. If γ2=0, B=1, and thus, rG=0. Then, from Eq. (3), γ2=1, a contradiction. Now, γ1=0 implies that
rGbbrGabrG≤1 from Eqs. (2) and (3), and thus, γ1⁎=γ2⁎=0 and rG⁎∈ (rGa, 1] is a Nash equilibrium. Since (1−q)((1− r)T+L1)bT and
rGab1, such a rG⁎∈ (rGa, 1] exists. But this equilibrium is not proper. Consider small perturbations γ1=ε1N0 and γ2=ε2N0 from
the equilibrium strategies γ1⁎=γ2⁎=0. If GOV observes an action and receives signal SAC2, its belief that the action is of type PC1 is
then A ¼ e1 1�qð Þp

e1 1�qð Þpþe2 1�pð Þq. Take e1k ¼ 1
k ; e2k ¼ 1

k2. These perturbations satisfy the condition ε1Nε2, which are reasonable since
deviating from γ1=0 is less costly for firm 1 than deviating from γ2=0. As k→∞, μ→1. This results in (r−μ)xbLGOV, which leads
to rG⁎=0. Then, γ1⁎=γ2⁎=0 is no longer optimal. Hence, γ1⁎=γ2⁎=0 is not a proper equilibrium. If 0bγ2b1 in equilibrium,
rG ¼ T

q rTþL1ð Þa 0;1ð Þ from Eq. (3). For such a rG, T− (1−q)rG((1− r)T+L1)N0 from Eq. (2), which implies γ1⁎=1. Then, we get
g⁎2 ¼ p 1�qð Þ

1�pð Þq
1�rð ÞxþLGOV
rx�LGOV

� �
∈ (0,1) from Eq. (1). Thus, γ1⁎=1, g⁎2 ¼ p 1�qð Þ

1�pð Þq
1�rð ÞxþLGOV
rx�LGOV

� �
, r⁎G ¼ T

q rTþL1ð Þ is a Nash equilibrium.
1. (b) Suppose (1−q)((1− r)T+L1)bTbq(rT+L1) and r � p 1�qð Þ

p 1�qð Þþ 1�pð Þq
� �

x NLGOV. As in 1.(a), γ2≠1 in equilibrium. In equilibrium, γ2 cannot
be zero either. The condition (1−q)((1− r)T+L1)bT implies γ1=1 even if rG=1. For γ1=1, if γ2=0, Eq. (1) is always negative, so
rG=0. Then, from Eq. (3), we get that γ2=1, which is a contradiction. For γ2∈ (0,1), Eq. (3) is binding and we get
r⁎G ¼ T

q rTþL1ð Þa 0;1ð Þ. Then, for such a rG, γ1⁎=1. From Eq. (1), g⁎2 ¼ p 1�qð Þ
1�pð Þq

1�rð ÞxþLGOV
rx�LGOV

� �
. Thus, combining the results from 1.(a) and 1.(b), if

Tbq(rT+L1) and r � p 1�qð Þ
p 1�qð Þþ 1�pð Þq

� �
x NLGOV, the only proper equilibrium is γ1⁎=1, g⁎2 ¼ p 1�qð Þ

1�pð Þq
1�rð ÞxþLGOV
rx�LGOV

� �
a 0;1ð Þ, and r⁎G ¼ T

q rTþL1ð Þa 0;1ð Þ.
2. Suppose TNq(rT+L1) and r � p 1�qð Þ

p 1�qð Þþ 1�pð Þq
� �

x NLGOV. The condition TNq(rT+L1) implies that γ2=1 even if rG=1. Since TNq(rT+L1)N (1−q)
((1− r)T+L1), γ1=γ2=1. Then, rG=1 since r � p 1�qð Þ

p 1�qð Þþ 1�pð Þq
� �

xNLGOV. Hence, the unique equilibrium is γ1⁎=γ2⁎=1 and rG⁎=1.
3. Suppose r � p 1�qð Þ

p 1�qð Þþ 1�pð Þq
� �

xbLGOV. As in 1.(a), γ1⁎=γ2⁎=1 and rG⁎∈ (rGa, 1] is not a proper equilibrium. In equilibrium, it cannot be true
that γ1≠0 and γ2=0. If γ1≠0 and γ2=0, rG=0, which leads to γ1=0. This is a contradiction. Nor is γ1≠0 and γ2∈ (0,1) part of an
equilibrium either. If γ2∈ (0,1), γ1=1 and rG ¼ T

q rTþL1ð Þa 0;1ð Þ. But for GOV to randomize, it must be that r � p 1�qð Þ
p 1�qð Þþg2 1�pð Þq

� �
x ¼ LGOV,

which is a contradiction since r � p 1�qð Þ
p 1�qð Þþg2 1�pð Þq

� �
xb r � p 1�qð Þ

p 1�qð Þþ 1�pð Þq
� �

xb LGOV in the current parameter range. Thus, the mixed strategies
cannot be an equilibrium. If γ2=1, it implies that T−qrG(rT+L1)N0 and γ1=1. Since the condition r � p 1�qð Þ

p 1�qð Þþ 1�pð Þq
� �

xbLGOV implies
that rG=0 when γ1=γ2=1, the unique equilibrium is γ1⁎=γ2⁎=1 and rG⁎=0. □

Proof of Proposition 2. Consider firm 2's decision in the two subgames. If the action type is PC1, firm 2 chooses S iff ((1−r)T−L2)N
0. Similarly, if the type is AC2, firm 2 sues iff rT−L2N0. Now, consider GOV's decision. Given SAC2, GOV randomizes between S
and ¬S when

�D 1� rð Þx 1� b1ð Þ þ 1� Dð Þrx 1� b2ð Þ � LGOV ¼ 0; ð4Þ
where D ¼ a1p 1�qð Þ

a1p 1�qð Þþa2 1�pð Þq. GOV chooses S iff −D(1− r)x(1−β1)+(1−D)rx(1−β2)−LGOVN0. Consider next firm 1's decision. Consider
first the case where firm 1 learns the type is PC1. Given β1, β2, and rG2, firm 1 randomizes between A and ¬A when

qþ 1� qð Þ 1� rG2ð Þð Þ b1 rT � L1ð Þ þ 1� b1ð ÞT½ � þ 1� qð ÞrG2 rT � L1ð Þ ¼ 0: ð5Þ

Similarly, in the case where firm 1 learns the type is AC2, it randomizes between A and ¬A when

1� qþ q 1� rG2ð Þð Þ b2 1� rð ÞT � L1ð Þ þ 1� b2ð ÞT½ � þ qrG2 1� rð ÞT � L1ð Þ ¼ 0: ð6Þ

A. Suppose L2b (1− r)TbL1b rT. Eq. (5) is always positive, so α1⁎=1. Since L2b (1− r)TbrT, β1⁎=1 and β2⁎=1. Knowing this, GOV
chooses ¬S, i.e., rG2⁎ =0. For β1⁎=1, β2⁎=1, and rG2⁎ =0, Eq. (6) is always negative, so α2⁎=0. Thus, the SPE is α1⁎=0, α2⁎=0,
β1⁎=β2⁎=1, rG2⁎ =0.

B. Suppose L2b (1− r)Tb rTbL1. Since L2b (1− r)TbrT, we have β1⁎=β2⁎=1. From Eq. (4), D(−LGOV)+(1−D)(−LGOV)b0, so rG2⁎=0. Since
β1⁎=β2⁎=1 and rG2⁎=0, from Eqs. (5) and (6), (rT−L1)b0 and (1−r)T−L1b0, so α1⁎=α2⁎=0. The SPE is α1⁎=α2⁎=0, β1⁎=β2⁎=1, rG2⁎ =0.

C. Suppose (1− r)TbL2brTbL1 or (1− r)TbL2bL1b rT. Since (1− r)TbL2b rT ,β1⁎=0 and β2⁎=1. From Eq. (4), D(−LGOV− (1− r)x)+(1−D)
(−LGOV)b0, so rG2⁎ =0. For β1⁎=0, β2⁎=1, and rG2⁎ =0, Eq. (5) is positive but Eq. (6) is negative. The SPE is α1⁎=1, α2⁎=0, β1⁎=0,
β2⁎=1, and rG2⁎ =0.

D. Suppose L2bL1b (1−r)Tb rT. Then, Eqs. (5) and (6) are positive for any β1, β2, and rG2, so α1⁎=α2⁎=1. Since L2b (1− r)Tb rT,
β1⁎=β2⁎=1. Then GOV's payoff is −LGOVb0, so rG2⁎ =0.

E. Suppose (1− r)Tb rTbL2bL1. Since (1−r)Tb rTbL2, β1⁎=β2⁎=0, so the game reduces to the game of pure public enforcement (see
the Proof of Proposition 1). □

Proof of Proposition 3. To be realistic, we assume that fbLGOV. Let λ1 be the probability that firm 2 pays the fee f for a
public lawsuit if the type is PC1. Similarly, let λ2=prob[pay f|AC2]. Let rG1 be the probability that GOV chooses S if f is paid, and
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rG2=prob[S| f¬paid]. Let α̃1 be the probability that firm 1 takes a type PC1 action, and α̃2=prob[A|AC2]. Firm 2 never pays f if fNL2.
For fbL2, consider first the subgames for firm 2 that follow a decision by GOV to choose ¬S, both in the case where firm 2 paid f and
in the case where firm 2 did not pay f. Let β̃1 be the probability that firm 2 chooses S if firm 1 takes the type PC1 action and GOV
chooses ¬S, and β̃2 be the probability that firm 2 chooses S if firm 1 takes the type AC2 action and GOV chooses ¬S (irrespective of
firm 2's fee payment choices). In these subgames, when the type is PC1, firm 2 chooses S iff T(1− r)NL2, and when the type is AC2,
firm 2 chooses S iff rTNL2.

Since public enforcement achieves the optimum when firm 2 truthfully reveals its private information to GOV, we focus on
separating equilibria. In regions (A), (B), (C), and (D), firm 2 chooses S at least when the action is type AC2. Knowing this, GOV
chooses ¬S, so the option of paying f does not affect equilibrium. In general, therefore, optimal public enforcement can only
be achieved when there is no private enforcement. For given λ1 and λ2, GOV's net expected utility from Swhen f is paid, is −LGOV−
D̃1x+ rx, where D̃1 ¼ k1 ã1p 1�qð Þ

k1 ã1p 1�qð Þþ 1�pð Þq ã2k2. GOV randomizes between S and ¬S iff D̃1 ¼ rx�LGOV
x . Similarly, GOV's net expected utility

from S when f is not paid is −LGOV− D̃2x+ rx, where D̃2 ¼ 1�k1ð Þã1p 1�qð Þ
1�k1ð Þ ã1p 1�qð Þþ 1�pð Þq ã2 1�k2ð Þ. GOV randomizes between S and ¬S iff

D2 ¼ rx�LGOV
x . If the type is PC1, for a fee f satisfying (1−r)Tb fb rT, firm 2 is always better off not paying f since rG1(f− (1− r)T)+rG2(1−

r)TN0 for all rG1∈ (0,1] and rG2∈ (0,1]. Thus, λ1⁎=0. When λ1⁎=0, D̃1=0, and thus, GOV always chooses S when f is paid, rG1⁎ =1.
Knowing that λ1⁎=0 and rG1⁎ =1, firm 1 takes a type PC1 action iff TN (1−q)rG2((1− r)T+L1). If the type is AC2, firm 2's net expected
payoff from paying f is (rG1−rG2)rT−rG1f. Firm 2 randomizes between paying and not paying f iff 1� rG2ð Þ ¼ f

rT fr⁎G2 ¼ rT�f
rT . Firm 1

randomizes between taking and not taking a type AC2 iff k2 þ rG2 � k2rG2ð Þ ¼ T
q rTþL1ð Þ. So k⁎2 ¼ rT2

fq rTþL1ð Þ � rT�fð Þ
f and

ã⁎2 ¼ p 1�qð Þ
1�pð Þq

1�rð ÞxþLGð Þ
x

f
rT

q rTþL1ð Þ
q rTþL1ð Þ�Tð Þ. That is, when firm 2 randomizes between payment and no payment of f when the type is AC2,

λ2⁎∈ (0,1), GOV also randomizes with probability r⁎G2 ¼ rT�f
rT when f is not paid. In this separating equilibrium, λ1⁎=0,

k⁎2 ¼ rT2

fq rTþL1ð Þ � rT�fð Þ
f , rG1⁎ =1, r⁎G2 ¼ rT�f

rT , ã⁎2 ¼ p 1�qð Þ
1�pð Þq

1�rð ÞxþLGð Þ
x

f
rT

q rTþL1ð Þ
q rTþL1ð Þ�Tð Þ, α̃1⁎=1 given that TN 1� qð Þ rT�fð Þ 1�rð ÞTþL1ð Þ

rT , and β̃1= β̃2=0. The
outcome is suboptimal. Another separating equilibrium exists when rG2⁎ =0. In this case, firm 2's net expected payoff from paying f
is rG1(rT− f)N0 for any rG1∈ (0,1). Thus, λ2⁎=1. If GOV always chooses ¬S when f is not paid, firm 2 pays f only if the type is AC2.
Knowing this, firm 1 never takes a type AC2 action and only takes a type PC1 action. That is, if rG2⁎ =0, the separating equilibrium
with the fee for public lawsuit is perfectly revealing of the type, so public enforcement can achieve the optimum. In this separating
equilibrium, λ1⁎=0, λ2⁎=1, rG1⁎ =1, rG2⁎ =0, α̃2⁎=0, α̃1⁎=1, and β̃1= β̃ 2=0. In summary, there is a separating equilibrium that
implements the socially optimal outcome and this equilibrium is attained if GOV is not allowed to sue unless f is paid by firm 2 and
f satisfies (1− r)Tb fbrT. □

Proof of Proposition 4. Consider the mechanismwith public and private enforcement. When firm 1 takes a PC1 action and GOV
chooses ¬S, firm 2 chooses S iff (1− r)δNTNL1. If firm 1 takes an AC2 action and GOV chooses ¬S, firm 2 chooses S iff rδNTNL1. GOV
chooses S iff −D(1− r)[x(1−β1)+β1(1−δ)NT]+(1−D)r[x(1−β2)−β2(1−δ)NT]−LGOVN0. Firm 1 takes a PC1 action iff (q+(1−q)rG2)[T−
β1L1−β1(1− r)NT]+(1−q)rG2(rT−L1)N0. Firm 1 takes an AC2 action iff (q(1−rG2)+(1−q))[T−β2L1−β2rNT]+qrG2((1− r)T−L1)N0.
Suppose L2b (1− r)δNTb rδNT. In this case, β1⁎=β2⁎=1, and GOV never sues, i.e., rG2⁎ =0. Regardless of firm 1's action, the outcome is
suboptimal. Even if firm 1 always takes a PC1 action and never takes an AC2 action, α1⁎=1 and α2⁎=0, the PC1 action is sometimes
overturned since firm 2 always sues even when firm 1 takes a PC1 action. Suppose (1− r)δNTbL2b rδNT. In this range, β1⁎=0 and
β2⁎=1, so rG2⁎ =0. Thus, α1⁎=1. Moreover, α2⁎=0 if T−L1− rNTb0. Hence, the optimal outcome obtains in this range if T−L1−rNTb0.
Suppose (1− r)δNTbrδNTbL2. Then β1⁎=β2⁎=0, so the mechanism of private and public enforcement reduces to that of pure public
enforcement, in which N and δ play no role. The outcome is suboptimal in this range since pure public enforcement never yields
the optimal outcome, α1⁎=1, α2⁎=0 (see Proposition 1). Hence, the optimal outcome is attained only with private enforcement, and
only with N and δ that satisfy NN T�L1

rT and L2
1�rð ÞT NdNN

L2
rT. □

Appendix B. Supplementary appendix

The Supplementary appendix associatedwith this article can be found, in the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.jpubeco.2008.04.005.
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